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CLASSIFICATION OF TYPES

Group I - Coarse T?are

Type 1: Basin-shaped Bowls

The body spreads out in a gentle curve from a narrow base or

foot to the frieze zone below the wide mouth. Placed opposite one

another in the frieze zone are two vertically pierced lug handles.

There are three main classes:

(a) Large bowls usually with no foot and a comparatively

straight-sided frieze zone.

Pecoration: Commonly double saltires separated bY

vertical parallel lines.

Finds: Eutresis, Goldman, p. 152, fig. ^.09; p. 153, fig, 211#2
Kalami, Br. Sch. Sherds S-
Aphidna, Vide AM 1896, pi. XV#4
Eleusis, r>'tYlonas, p. 91, fig. 69
Athens, Graeff, pi. I/Zll- Kansen, Fesp. 1937, p. 539 fig.lOfa') fb")
Aegina, Stais, EphArch 1895, pi. X?^7, Am. Sch. & Br. Sch Sherds
H^ycenae, MT pi. V#26
^gos, Vollgraff BCH 1906, p. 2?., fig^ gg. p, gS, fig. 50; BMC I A272
Argive Heraeum, 'valdstein, pi. Sl^'s *
Prosymna, Bleger^ fig. 642i^6
Lema, Am. Sch. Sherds
Korakou, Blegen, p. 29, fig. 30
Asea, Holmberg, p. 99, fig. 9815a)



(b) Large bo'.vls, always with no foot, and with the frieze zone

curving inward sharply to the narrower mouth.

Decoration: rUsually a zig-zag between the frieze limits,

most coEironly a simple, sometimes a triple;

occasionally obliques or series of hatched

triangles are found; and, very seldom, groups

of parallel vertical lines. The lip bears groups

of dashes.

ASinC

X ^

Finds: Eutresis, p. 152, fig. 209j^l
Hagia Marina, Soteriadis REG 1912, p. 272, fig. 13
Drachmani, Am. Sch. Sherds
Orchom.enos, Chaeronea Museum
Aphidna, Wide AM 1896, pi. XVf '̂5, 6
FAeusis, Mylonas, p. 91, fig. 68
Bra\iron, Theochares, Prakt. 1950, p. 192, fig. 5ji'm
Argos, Vollgraff BCH 1906, p.22, fig.27, 28; p.25, fig. 57; RMC I a272
Argive Heraeum, Waldsteln pi. 51ii?l
Lerna, Caskey Catalog L.l; Am. Sch. & Br. Sch. Sherds
Asea, Rolmberg p. 99, fig. 98(a),(b); fig. 99(e)

(c) Small Bowl, footed, with the frieze zone breaking sharply

inward with a straight profile. It has, therefore, a sharp metallic

outline and is similar to the Minyan bowl.

Decoration: The frieze zone usually bears double zig-zags,

occasionally groups of parallel vertical lines.

The body sometimes has double festoons.



Finds: Eutresis, Gol'^nian, p. 153, fig. 210
Brauron, An. Sch. Sherds
Aegina, Br. Sch. Sherds
Argive Heraeurn, "-'aidstein, pi. 51#9
Asine, Persson, p. 273, fig. 189f^'S

Type 2: Spouted Bowls

The bowl illustrated seems to be the standard one throughout the

mainland: from a narrow base the body swells upv.ard to the belly and

curves inward to the lip. The mouth forms an ellipse v^ith the spout at

one end and a lug handle at the other. A lov^er, flatter shape is found

in the islands.

The varieties differ only in their spouts: class (a) has the lip

broken by the spout, class (b) does not.

Decoration: This is standard. There are parallel lines about the

spout, a band around the lip from which depend chevron

bands enclosing double intersecting chevron lines and

vertical bands flanked by parallel lines. The interior

of the lip bears groups of dashes.

Class (a) Finds:
Orchomenos, p. 42
Eleusis, ^lylonas, p. 91 > fig. 70
Brauron, Prakt. 1950, p. 192
Aegina, Br. Sch. Sherds
I^cenae, M, p. 54(c)
Asine, Persson, p. 272
Lerna, Hesp. 1954, pi. 8
Korakou, Blegen, p. 21, fig. 29
Gonia, Am, Sch. Sherds
Aetopetra, Am. Sch. Sherds

Lerna



Class (b) Finds:
Eleusis, ^tylonas, p. 91, fig. 70
%cenae, MT, d1, X '̂50
Argive Heraeuin, Blegen, fig. 64?.#1,
Korakou, Am. Sch. Sherds

Type 3: Hydriae

The form is standard for these water pitchers: a narrow base,

piriform bottom, rounded sho\ilder and narrow circular neck with a flaring

mouth. Low on the body are two pierced lug handles. The varieties are

differentiated by the number of handles on the neck. The decoration never

goes below the belly.

(a) Hydriae with two vertical handles on the neck or shoulder.

Decoration: Horizontal bands, sometimes joined by triple

obliques, sometimes by vertical groups, sometimes

plain.

Finds:

C s ts

Thebes, EphArch 1910, p. 251, figs. 22, 23
Eleusis, P^lonas, p. 92, fig. 71
1%-cenae, MT, pi. V#21
Korakou, Blegen, p. 23, fig, 52
Elis, Weege, AM 1911, p» 175-6
Thermon, ArchDelt 1915, p. 265, fig. S3



Finds:

Finds:

•' \

(b) Ifydriae with one vertical handle on the neck or shoulder.

Decoration: Horizontal bands at neck, body usually has con

centric circles. One fragment, ho'.vever, has a

bird decoration.

Athehs

Eutresis, Goldman, p. 166, fig. 252/^2
FJLeusis, Pfylonas, p. 95, fig. 72
i-ycenae, f/V, pi. 24?^184

(c) I^driae with no vertical handle on the neck or shoulder.

Decoration: Parallel lines on neck with dependent chevrons

on the shoulder. Usually chevrons enclose

double-interlocking chevron lines. Body often

decorated with double concentric circles.

Asme

Eutresis, Goldman, p. 150, fig. 206^6
Eleusis, ?.'yionas, p. 94, fig. 73
Brauron, Am. Sch. Sherds
Aegina, Am. Sch. vSherds
Asine, Persson, p. 237, fig. 189^1^4
Lerna, Caskey Catalogue L.2, L.3, L.98
Korakou, Blegen, p. 25, fig. 55; p. 20, figs,
Malthi, Valmin, pi. 23B#5, #4
Asea, Folir.berg, p. 98, fig. 97f & ra



Type 4: Small Coarse Gups

These are comparatively rare matt painted. Decoration usually

consists of parallel lines, when recoverable. Commonest shape is the

Vaphio type. A few are feund footed.

Finds: Eutresis, Goldman, p. 160, fig.
Eleusis, Tv'lylonas, p. 95, fig. 75
L'^cenae, Nauplia r-useum
Argive Heraeum, ".'aldstein, pi. 51,#2
Zygouries, Blegen, p. 1'6Q, fig. 123
Kalthi, Valmin, p. 300
Asea, Holmberg, fig. 99j ; Am. Sch. Sherds

Type 5: Pitchersjor Jugs
These fall into 4 main classes; divided according to the shape of the

mouth.

(a) Beak-mouthed

From a narrow base body swells out to a low belly and curves

up to ,ioin the neck with virtually no shoulder.

Decoration: Never goes below the belly, parallel lines on the

neck, interlocking obliques on the body.

Finds: Hagia Marina, Chaeronea t^seum
Drachmani, Sotferiadis, REG 1912, p. 260, fig. 7
Eleusis, T'fylonas, p. 95, fig. 76?v'225
Korakou, Blegen, p. 22, fig. 31 - -
Malthi, Valmin, pi. 23B6

Or

f



(b) Ellipse mouth

This shape has a narrov; neck forming at the top an elliptical

mouth which ends in a sharp point. Decoration as above.

Finds: Eleusis, ^^ylonas, p. 95, fig. 76/'E26
r.tycenae, MT, pi. TV,4*15
Argive Heraeum, Blegen, fig. 644-^-53, fig. 79,^698
Zygouries, Blegen, p. 130, fig. 122

(c) Wide-mouth ^Jars)

This is the commonest type. From a narrow base, a piriform body

with a circular neck ending in a flaring mouth.

Decoration: Never drops below the point where the handle joins

the body. This point is usually marked by a horizontal

band. Area between the band and the neck maj'- be filled

v/ith any matb-painted motif.

Aaaiv# //ea/lEuM

^inds: Eutresis, Am. Sch. Sherds
Hagia Marina, Chaeronea r.lxseuin
Eleusis, P» fig. 76 '̂?.27
f.'ycenae, Schliemann, p. 65 _ .c r,
Argive Heraetam, Waldstein, pi. 51/^4; Blegen, fig. 645,#697
Asine, Persson, p. 291, fig. 202#2
Lerna, Caskey Catalogue L. 15
Galata, Am. Sch. Sherds
Zygouries, Blegen, p. 150, fig. 124
Malthi, Valmin, pi.



(d) vJars^'-with cut-av/ay neck

This is a comparatively rare category. Jars are usually globular

in shape, cylindrical neck cut avmy at the back where the handle joins.

Decoration: Between the neck and the handle zone. Usually numerous

inverted chevrons.

Finds: Lerna, Caskey Catalogue L. 9
IJalthi, Valmin, pi. ?5Grl
Zygouries, Rlegen, p. 130, fig. 125

Type 6: Pithoi

This is the most numerous categorj'^ of aJ-1. Found at nearly all sites,

There are 3 main groups in this category.

(a) Horizontal lip type

In this, the belly is usually close to the narrow base, and there is

a gradiial tapering upward to the flat lip. On the belly there are two horiz

ontal vertically pierced handles. Often there are plastic buttons on the

inside mimicking the heads of rivets. There is no neck. The decoration is

found between the handle zone and the lip. It consists usually of concentric

circles separated by vertical bands. These bands may or may not be filled

^ith chevrons.

W
Ar^o5



Finds: Eutresis, Goldman, pi. XIV; p. 149, fig. 205; p. 147, fig. 201;
p. 169, fig. 236-^ '̂2; p. 150, fig. 206=^4, r^5, #5

Daulis, MV, p. 45-44
Dramesi, Am. Sch. Sherds
Orchonenos, Blegen, Korakou, Note 1
Lioma, Am. Sch. Sherds
Aphidna, Am. Sch. Sherds
Eleusis, Nylonas, p. 98, fig. 79; Stais, Eph. 1912, fig. IjS'l,

fig. 6/'2
Athens, Hansen, Heso. 1937, p. 555, fig. lib & c; Graeff, pi. I#1C;

MV, pi. 34j«l
Thorikos, Am. Sch. Sherds
Brauron, Theochares, Prakt. 1950, p. 192
Aegina, "'elter, p. 17, a and b; Stais, Eph. 1895, pi. X#l,2,5,4;
't Am. Sch. and Br. Sch. Sherds
ttycenae, ^1V, pi. 23^170; MT, pi. IV^'20
Argos, Vollgraff, BOH 1906, p. 21, fig. 24; p. 22, fig. 26; p. 23,

fig. 51, 32; BMC I A272
Asine, Persson4:,p. 277, fig. 191
Lerna, Caskey Catalogue L. 88; Am. Sch. Sherds
Korakou, Blegen, p. 21, fig. 28
Gonia, Am. Sch. Sherds
Amyklae, Jdl 1918, p. 125

(b) Oblique Lip Type

These pithoi have a rounder, less angular, outline than the preceding

Category, and the lip, instead of being horizontal, flares obliquely.

Decoration: From horizontal band below the lip usually depend chevrons

and. vertical bands. In one case, there are also concen

tric circles. In another, the chevrons are replaced by

saltires between parallel vertical lines.

LeRrfA.
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Finds;

ipilillllliiM

Eutresls, Goldraar, p, 147, fig. 206, 207
Krisa, BCH 1958, p. 121
Eleusis, i^-lonas, p. 91, fig. 69
Aegina, Br. Sch. Sherds
Lerna, Caskey, Hesp. 1954, pi. 8; Qaskey Catalogue L. 101, L. 100
Asea, Holirberg, p. 98, figs. 97a & b
Elis, Doerpfeld, Alt. Olym., p. 05

fc) Aeginetan Pithoi

There are a fev; of these elaborately decorated pithoi scattered over
northern Greece. The illustration is the best description.

Finds; Eutresis, Goldman, p. 147. fig gns
irachmani, Soteriadis, REG 1912, p. 259, fig 5

Aegxna, Welter, p. 18 » P- iig. 5
Lerna, ? Caskey Catalogue L. 185

Type 7; Small Bowls

Finds:

\

Eutresis, Goldman, p. 155 fi~ ot 7;
Eleusis, Stais, Eph. loip' fig* 5^'
Jyeenae, SchliLan, p iel
Lerna, Am. Sch. Sherds

//



IGroup II - Fine I^'are

lype 1: Stemmed Goblets

An' ovoir' boiy runs snootbly Into n lo-, fnlrly broart stem, which rests
on a spreading foot. The lip usually curves Inward a trifle and supports a
small, vertical, round handle. There are two exceptional vases from Futresis::
one has the finyan rounded profile and the other has the Klnyan angular profile,
tn the Chaeronea Kuseum there is a Gray ./inyan fatt Painted Goblet.

Decoration: Vertical bands plaited or carrying a loop pattern punctuate
the horisontal decoration on either side of the handle. There are always horis-

P llel lines in the lower portion and immediately below the lip. The
broad main zone often bears acurvilinear motif. The Eutresis rounded profile

Pbears a zigzag between parallel lines upon the shoulder.

FintSs: Eutresxs, Goldman, pi. XVITI/a. p 1st
£ s.i:; w '• '»• "«• ='•

Z- ygouries, Blegen Sherds
Korakou, Blegen 1S6#5gen, p. 24^ 34?!/lS

p Z- Unstemmed Cupa Double Curved Prpfues
•i-nese are ctmoi iall or medium-sized cups wh-

J^oint where the hnrirn . concave from the lip to the
®handle joins the body, pj,

^a^rpiy inward in & here to the lov; foot, the body turns^ ^ a convex curve. The handl
from Aeglna which ha ' high-swung ribbon type. There

Decoration- r ^ each.™- Dommonly, triple chevr
^nevrons on fVi«

concave section dovm from the



lip and up from the line »here the handle Joins the body, often on the convex
section outvard from the foot. The handle usually bears saltires.

<As(nc.

inJs. ^tresis, Goldman, pi, yvyn mo. n i
Hleu.-^is f.VTnnoe ^ ' P* 56xb, ..yionas, p. IQo P'^^'l i-9

TV, 45, fig. 72, 75

Asine, PersLn^^p.^ogg^^f^ ^isr '̂ Sherds
Korakou, Blegen n 9a
f^top^etra. Am. Soh! Sh^rdi®*

Type 5: Two-Handled Cups

profiirTr'^Pr-oiiie of the Minyan tvue Txrrho. „ ..

those without araised b ' ^ ^"^l^^es^with araised base and Type -b-
11-s, and inside the lira^d

an on the handle there are groups of dashes.

'ipt^g .

Athens, Mnsen '̂wesp '̂s MS?
?r'' "frill, i"^;! •51#743

Lerna. n«cT,": -••» Pl- Wll

5gSu?;:.;,®y;)'sf•''ae?d^ «nd B
^orakou' Rio Sherds

-Ithaca, BSA ITJ-ibsi P- 865, fi„ ,.
• -t95., p. osg^ fig. 34

'- p-a(v/^

f3

I



Type 4: Small Cups

This category includes all cups with one vertical handle save those with a

double profile. There are three main types:

a - '^ith raised base. These cups are usually convex in profile and from a

wide mouth curve dovm to join a small base. Decoration is usually parallel horiz

ontal lines with the main zone filled with spirals.

Finds:

ft-ET \jS is

Eleusis, 7/taonas, p. los, fig. 85
.Jycenae, Wace, BSA 25, p. 227 fis 43
Zygourles, Blegen, p. 152, ifgii
Korakou, Blegen, p. 24, '

ded, flat bottom. This is a very common type which has a
convex sides leading up to a flaring lip. a single handle, either

bbon or circular goes from •, .
h neck to the point of greatest convexity. The decora-cn usually consists of namnoi v> ^

® outside with marked emphasis upon thef of greatest convexity.

^indsj

aoDOOCc

PLE 1/5(5

Entresis, Goldman o tc ft
Hagia Marina - ^ -UtoZ^^ina, Doteriadis, REG- Iqio ^

IW. ' Sherds P- ®72, fig. 15
"Sum"'' '*"• Sherds
^ttenst'orae??: P" "g- 1#2, H
Won, An,, sch. Sherds
Aegina, Welter, p. og

^^e, Persson, o.
Zygourles, Am.'seh.'th^rS®- '•®' -6



c t-.oncave-sided, flat bottom. These cups have cylindrical, narrow lower

part of the body and a spreading upper part. In appearance, they are rather like

a cone perched on a c;.ainder. Avertical ring handle is placed high near the lip.

The decoration consists of parallel bands in the lower part, with some sort of open
style frieze in the handle zone. The lip is usually edged with a band.

Finds I Asine,^Persson, p. 290, fig.
Zygouries, Blegen, p. 132, fig. 126/'?
Korakou. Blecro-n r^^
^.y^ouries, Blegen, p. 132, fig. 120//?

"S- W®. in, #8. m

"^pe 5: Jars

:;r*•": ——O'pe is lound commonly onlv in +bo PcT

'̂ ain groups: Peloponnese. There are two

a - mh no back handle. There +
mere are tv/o main shanee +r. +v,- 4.

Is a cylindrical shant. ..-i+v, .. "P ith no foot and slightlv f»nnr»... 21" : *•
••ssy^na. The aecond type, and ty far the o

fi j. ^he commoner, is a smoii

at hase, swelling nonve. profile and arather .h 1 f -
parallel hands inst hel th .

V ^ below the bellv ,sslns to cnrve In to for™ the flare-out of « 1- ^
- ''->>es helow this last. The none hetl

' spirals. An exceptional ''""•ettoes
t®"t®tlvely, 13 atypical II6a shape "ith^"

^^--Ihg lip. ^ ®triangular handle attaching to the

is



Finds: Krisa, BCH 1958, pi. 22f4
Porto Raphti, Eph. Arch. Stais, 1895, p. 199-202
Argive Heraeum, Blegen, figs. 79, 75, 45, 647, 578, 587, 588, 577
Asine, (exceptional), Persson, p. 291, fig. 200?^^1
Asine, Persson, p. 275, fig. 189,#1
Lema, Am. Sch. Sherds
Zygouries, Blegen, pi. XIV^2, p. 132, fig. 126»'ll
Geraki, ^ace, BSA 16, p. 74, fig. 3a and b
Malthi, Valmin, pi, 23C5

b - With back handle. In shape and decoration, this type is verj'- close

to the second category above. The main differences are: (1) the handle of

nearly circular shape is placed upon a broad, short stem which \inites to the

lip, tj2) a flat ribbon handle joins this stem to the belly. The frieze zone

decoration on this type "b" has concentric circles or swastikas.

Finds: Corinth, Shear, ATA 1930, p. 407
Amyklae, Buschor, Ath. yitt. 1927, Peil. I;^5 a and b

0

Me

6: Bowls

a - romon or linyej, type. These have „ . ,

^ -.sUloa, o.ter aa^lar. ao t ^ ^
-e Up always Uares oatwar. p

'̂ •^tloai loop haadles fro« the lip to the shoullL"'"'''''
Decoration: limited to shoulder zone n

^^erlockine fh. + * horizontal zigzageg festoons between parallel lines ?s or

/6



/\s/(ve

Finds: Eutresis, Goldm^ pi. ^ XVIII|f2, p. 156, fig. 216, p. 153, fig. 2n,yi
p. xo/, llg, P17

^^esi, Blegen, Hesp. Supp. VIIT, d1. 7^1
Krisa, BCH 1938, p. 125 ' *
^leusis, ryti^lonas, p. 102, fig, 82
Athens, Graeff, pi. I^ig, /yog
Brauron, .Am, Sch, SherdsJtjrcenae, ^oe^SA 25, pi. XXX, MV, pi. ?.5/'165, 24#181, #182, #175; Nauplia

P* 273, fig, 189i^2; p, 290, fig 199/'l

KonakourXlih! '
Malthi, Valmin, pi. XVTIT'̂ Se

lympia Type, a great niimber of very small amphora-type pots were found
Olympia. These are of Yellow Minyan fabric with a flat base,

Piriform shape, flaring mouth, and vertical handles from the lip to the belly.
The decoration consici+c j

zigzags between parallel lines aroimd the bellies.

inds, BCH 1958, pi. 9g//4^
> Olympia Mseum and Gardner '

Saltire Type. Several sherds have been found of the low, fobted, wide-
®^outhed bowl with a «onvex profile and a straight shoulder. The shoulder zone is
^Variably decorated with n qo1+4 +4.h a saltire pattern with opposite triangle fill. The

^7 groups of vertical lines.

ItSca^^RqA^^ '̂' ^SA 47, p. 238, fig. 9#17

'7



ti- KUtSf^

Type 7; Jugs and Pitchers

a - Wide-mouthed, globular. These are small jugs with a flat base, a swelling

globular body and a high, slightly harrowing, neck with a flaring rim. Asingle
vertical flat ribbon handle joins the neck to the belly.

Decoration: On the back of the handle and on the body between the belly and
the junction of the neck and the body. Usually there is a main zone flanked by one
or more horizontal bands or lines though occasionally the flank bands are missing.

e body decoration includes tangented spirals, interlocked or running spirals,
Qccasionally the zone is broken up by vertical parallel lines into a metopal scheme
decorated n + +Vi(-. corners with small spirals. The handle is usually decorated with
triple non-interlocking rfg.ags.

-i.

AR*ivt
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•arj,

r

Finds: Fleusis, ^'Vlonas, p. 103, fig. 83
Athens, Graeff, pi. 1??13, .^14, . '̂15
[.lycenae, "/V, pi. 24?^75
Argive Heraeum, Blegen, pi. 648r570, v^576, '̂579, #580, #567, #569, #573,

#5?9., #590, #586
Lema, Gaskey Hesp. 1954, pi. 7; Gaskey Catalogue L. 116, Excavation Lot

#45, -/49 - 2 jugs *
Korakou, Am. Sch. Sherds
Zygouries, Blegen, pi. -XIV/l, #3
Malthi, Valmin, pi. XVIIT#79

/5

b - Wide-mouthed, squat. These are larger jugs than "a" type. Commonly

with a flat base (there is one example from Eutresis with a conical foot) and

angular convex profile with a low belly, wide low neck, and a flaring lip. The

xampl^s from Eutresis have the lip pinched slightly to form a spout. Asingle
large vertical loop handle joins the lip and the belly.

Decoration: Parallel lines at the belly, neck, and lip emphasize the
t3ivision of the bessel. The main- zone between the belly and the neck has curvilinear
P terns, chiefly spirals, loops, and running dog.

Dinds:

lb

W9t

AR^.ve

. P- 158, fig. 220#!, p. 174, fig. 242i?2
^^l^. P- 4, fig. 7#7Elsusis#sSarl^##J-f^ ' P- 15® •

Corinth, She™' ®^® '̂S01. 650#1067i onear, fiJA >1930, p. 407

®^ould neck. This type has a flat base, piriform body with ahigh, and afairly wide circular neck cut away at the back where the vertical
^^CUlar .
fvi - iicvjK, cut away at tne ua<jiv'i^cular handle .J J^s, and with a slightly flaring lip at front.

i^ain Parallel lines on the lip, ^t the shoulder, and near the base.one on the body usually bears multiole chevrons with double saltires
Ido +u_ . .the triangles so formed.



Finds: Eleusis, i^'H'-lonas, p. 105, fig. 85
Athens, Graeff, pi. 1#13, ,-^14, . '̂15
f.iycenae, W, pi. 24-<'175
Argive Heraeum, Blegen, pi. 648r570, ; '̂576, ^579, #580, ^567, #569, #575,

#52?., #590, #586
Lema, Caskey Hesp. 1954, pi. 7; Caskey Catalogue L. 116, Excavation Lot

#45, ?:'49 - 2 jugs •» owv '
Korakou, Am. Sch. Sherds
Zygo\iries, Blegen, pi. XIV#1, #3
Malthi, Valmin, pi. XVIIT#79

b - Wide-mouthed, squat. These are larger jugs than "a" type. Commonly

with a flat base (there is one example from Eutresis with a conical foot) and

angular convex profile with a low belly, wide low neck, and a flaring lip. The

examples from Eutresis have the lip pinched slightly to form a spout. A single

large vertical loop handle joins the lip and the belly.

Decoration: Parallel lines at the belly, neck, and lip emphasize the

division of the bessel. The mairr zone bet\7een the belly and the neck has curvilinear

patterns, chiefly spirals, loops, and running dog.

iK

Hnds: Eutresis, Goldman, pi. >'.V#4 , p, 168, •
Eleusis, SkiasVEph. 1912, p. 4, fig,
Lema, Caskey Ga^logue L. 159
Argive Heraeum, B^en, figs. 648-"" ^j50#1057
Corinth, Shear, p. iO?

.#1, p. 174, fig.

c - Cut-away neck. This type has a flat base, piriform body with a high

^hoiader, and a fairly wide circular neck cut away at the back where the vertical
^ii-cular handle joins, and with a slightly flaring lip at front.

Decoration: Parallel lines on the lip, at the shoiilder, and near the base,

e main zone on the body usually bears multiple chevrons with double saltires

^side the triangles so formed.
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Finds:

JEvTflPS'S

Eutresis, Goldman, p. 156, fig. 220f2
Orchomenos, Chaeronea Lliseiam
Tycenae, Nauplia irruseum
Lerna, Caskey Catalogue L. 137

•IP

d - Beaked globular. This is a Cycladic type not too common on the Main

land, It has a squat, globular body with a beaked mouth on a very low neck. The

circular vertical handle from the back of the mouth extends to the upper surface

of the pot. Decoration consists of parallel lines at the beak and below the neck

The body is usually covered with a variety of designs in which parallel obliques

predominate.

Finds: ^tresis, Goldman, fig, 242/^1, p. 174. p. 139, fig, 256? '̂3
Drachmani, Soteriadis, REG 1912, p. 259, fig. 6
Aegina, Br. Sch. Sherds
%cenae, Nauplia F/hiseum
Lerna, Caskey, Hesp, 1954, pi. 7 (special)
orakou, Blegen, p, 25, fig. S5 '̂3; p. 26, fig. 36? '̂4, ,^6; Br. Sch. Sherds

Ellipsed mouth. Globular jugs with a narrow neck which forms at the top

p ical mouth. The decoration is much the same as for the beaked globular,

ill TiiiLkil Hi I
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Finds: Argive Heraeum, Sberg, IV, p. 53, fig. 45; Blegen, fig. 649i^-'559

Type 8: Amphorae and Hydriae

Only four vases are knovm in this category. They are of the standard shape

described in Group III below.

Finds: Korakou, Blegen, p. 25, fig. 37
^omaios. Arch. Delt. 1915, p. 265, fig. 32

r^^ycenae, Nauplia P.luseim ' ^ '
' j ilX 0X1JJycenae, Nauplia P.luseum

Magounes, Am. Sch. Sherds

Type 9: Miscellaneous

Finds: Spouted Bowl -

Bird^Jug^!' P- 157, fig. S18
piSoSik; Sf!"' "e-
KaSthof!' P- 157, fig. 219
Sldefs^OTtediS"'
Hole-mouth®Korakou, Blegen, p. 24^ fj^g_ 55^8 and #14

i'i
;il'

'd

I
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Group HI - Polychrome Ware

lype 1: Stemmed Goblets

These are similar in shape and design to Group II-l. The decoration seems

to be basically of the same scheme, i.e., of verticals marking off the handle

and with horizontal decoration elsewhere.

Finds: Mycenae, MT, pi. XI?^52
Orchoraenos, Am, Sch. Sherds

lype 2: Cups

Finds: Mycenae, r^T, pi. XI,f55

Type 3: Jugs

(a) -ide-raouthed Globular. In shape and scheme of decoration, this
5Te is much the same as II_7(a), although the contours appear more rounded and

softer. The decoration, too, is freer: there is more use of curvilinear motifs
and of bird and animal designs.

Finds: Asine, Persson, p. E95, fig. 2031^2
?.^cenae, Nauplia Museiui '
Orchomenos, Chaeronea Museum; Am. Sch. Sherds

(b) Beaked Jugs. These are of the Cycladic shape and have the same basic
decorative scheme as those of II-7(d). The parallel lines are usually alternately

ite and are edged in black. There is some use of bird and animal designs,

1 *inds: 1/ycenae,

2^



f^oup III - Polychrome Ware

Type 1: Stemmed Goblets

These aire similar in shape and design to Group II-l. The decoration seems

to be basically of the same scheme, i.e., of verticals marking off the handle

and with horizontal decoration elsewhere.

Finds: Mycenae, MT, pi. XIj^52
Orchomenos, Am. Sch. Sherds

Type 2: Cups

Finds: Mycenae, T^T, pi. XI?;-'53

Type 3: Jugs

(a) Wide-mouthed Globular. In shape and scheme of decoration, this

type is much the same as 11-7(a), although thd contours appear more rounded and

Softer. The decoration, too, is freer: there is more use of curvilinear motifs

and of bird and animal designs.

Finds: Asine, Persson, p. 295, fig. 203^2
f.'y-cenae, Nauplia Museum
Orchomenos, Chaeronea Museum; Am. Sch. Sherds

(b) Beaked Jugs. These are of the Cycladic shape and have the same basic
decorative scheme as those of II-7(d). The parallel lines are usually alternately
red and white and are edged in black. There is some use of bird and animal designs

Finds I ^^ycenae, MT, pi.
Korakou, Blegen, p. 2 , pi. VTI?^40a, pi. I#1

2-a



Type 4: Large Vessels

(a) Storage Jars, This type has a flat base, piriform shape, high shoulder,
laring nectc, and clearly defined lip. There are two prirs of horisontal

P les, one pair below the shoulder and the second, smaller pair, upon the
decorative scheme consists of broad horizontal bands at the divi-

body and the neck and at the lower handle zone; the area between
bears vertical bands flanking the lower handles or, occasionally, groups

of narrow horizontal lines.

Finds: Eutresis, Goldman, p. 174
Arglve Heraeum, Blegen, pi. iva, b; fig. 651

(b) ^fydriae. A si "1mi ar type of jar was found at f/ycenae, with animal
patterns in the central sone, and with no second set of handles.
Finds: [Mycenae, S5T, pi. vni#43

1-6(a) in shape and scheme of decoration.
inds! Eutresis

tochomenJs, HatSnal^to^^ '̂ P"
Kalami, Br. Sch. Sherds

5: Bowls

Most of these are ir, « .
fragmentary state, but two main types may be

•*-®tinguished:

23



(a) Deep Bowls. Deep bowls with a wide opening and a heavy flat rim, prob

ably horizontal loop handles.

Finds: Eutresis, Goldman, pi, XVITI? '̂2; (?) p. 173, fig. 241#3
Korakou, Blegen, p. 29, fig. 40=^d

(b) ShalloY/ Bov/ls. These are glob\iLar bowls with angular shoiilder, splaying

rim and one or two vertical ribbon handles.

Finds: Korakou, Blegen, p. SO, fig. 43
Eutresis, Goldman, p. 169, fig. 259; pi. XVIT?^2, //3; p. 175, fig. 241i^2, ^

[•

"y

'A

Miscellaneous:
Minyan Gylix: Eutresis, Goldman, p. XVIIj^l
Duck Vase: lYycenae, MT, pi XM7
Narrow-necked Vase: Ghaidari, M, o. 41, fig. 24.

\

\
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Eutresis

Hagia Marina)
Erachmani )

Daulis

Manesi

Chaeronea

Dramesi (Hyria)

Orchomenos

Krisa

Thebes

Haliartos

Hagios loannis

Aphidna

ELeusis

Athens

Thorikos

-''^egarid

Raphti

s^uron
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